WOMEN IN MAURITANIA
This study is part of a series of publications on
«Women in Development», prepared for: Office of
Women in Development and USAID/MAURITANIA, by
Melinda Smale , Office of International Cooperation and
Development, U.S. Department of Agriculture, October
1980.
The reason which gave rise to this study was the
1970-1980 drought in Mauritania, which caused male
migration, henr.e unprecedented disruption in Mauritanian society. Women were either abandoned or became de facto heads-of-households.
Mauritania is an African country, recently freed
from French colonization . Its official name is the
«Islamic Republic of Mauritania». Area: 419 ,229
square miles ; population around 1,500 ,000. Social
conditions in this country present a complex background of ethnic groups, tribes, classes and castes
which are continuously confused and are not easy to
define. The Class-system prevailing in the country
creates barriers and stereotypes which tend to hinder
normal progress.
Th e Maures are divided into Bidan (white Maures)
clnd Har<'ltin (black Maures). The Bidan comprise the
M ~1 11 I it (1Ilian nobility . made up of the Zawaya or
M,ll;llllllit 010llps (those with religious training and
fll lH' llll lb) , 1I1d tilt' ·Hassaniya. a warrior group. To
tl1 0m ,lit ' ,llt.lci lt'ci tile Zt'Il <'l ga (f re e tributary or vassal
Uell'loplIIl'llt of J-tl .' l'ar old rhildrell
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responses showed that their role was insignificant. The
physical needs of the child absorbed most of their time
while the moral and intellectual needs were neglected.
On the other hand , investigation regarding
mothers knowledge on nutrition and health practices
revealed their awareness of such matters , but there
was no evidence of practicing this knowledge.
Data regarding the child 's cog'nitive development
were reported on 205 children whose ages ranged
between 3 and 6 years . The results revealed differences in scores of children with respect to type of
settlement. The five-year-olds of the large villages
achieved higher scores than those of the small
villages , while Beirut's five-year-olds scored higher
than those of suburbs and towns.

FINAL CONCLUSIONS
The study which has been hereby briefly presented gave indications of existing differences and
similarities among the various areas of Lebanon .
Discrepancies exist with respect to institutional structures , community services , basic living facilities and
standards of living in the different settlements. Some
areas , such as Akkar and the Beqa'a, suffered most
from the absence of community services.
Another result of the study was to confirm the
feasibility of the proposed strategy for the assessment
of Lebanese preschoolers ' priority needs.
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groups) , Muallimin ' (craftsmen) , the Ighyuwm (entertainers), all of whom are of inferior rank.
The population consists of four categories of men
and women :
1) free people, including nobles and commoners ;
2) casted people including craftsmen , artisans and
entertainers ;
3) freed people: former slaves ;
4) slaves or captives
The Black Maures (Haratin) are freed slaves who
are held in low esteem but still higher than the Zenaga.
They live as an integrated part of larger Bidan (white)
encampments, or work as herders or in settled agricultural communities.
There are other divisions of the population , identified by their traditional occupation , which means that
the occupation of the individual indicates the group or
the sub-group to which he belongs. Examples:
1) The Tourcouleur: agricultural groups, divided
into freemen , artisans and captives.
2) The Peulh: semi-itinerant cattle-owning class ,
equivalent to Tourcouleur religious nobles.
3) The Soninke: traders and laborers .
The above social divisions and subdivisions indicate that the Mauritanians still adhere to an archaic
culture of which certain aspects persist in conservative
societies , more particularly in developing countries. It
is the class-system in which religious leaders and
warriors occupy the highest rank, the first , because
they are the keepers of the faith which they are
supposed to pass unto posterity . As such , they are the
privileged recipients of tributes in money and goods
from all those who follow Islam. They do not do any
other activity because they consider work below their
dignity. The same principle applies to warriors, the
Hassani noblemen , who live from tribute and pillage
and perform no work apart from fighting .
The noble class: religious leaders and warriors,
look down on craftsmanship and manual work, which is
performed by slaves, freed slaves or people unwilling
to accept or defend Islam during the religious wars and
who, through respect to the conquering or returning
warriors (nobles) , consented to serve the warriors'
~amily needs.
How did slavery originate?
When a fight took place, the stronger men
captured the weaker ones, turned them into slaves or
sold them. These captives had to work very hard and
recover their freedom at a heavy price. Freed slaves,
however, do not enjoy the same social status as free
men and nobles.

STATUS OF WOMEN
Women are equally divided into Bidan and
Haratin, noblewomen and servile women, free women
and slaves. The first belong to the Zawaya or Hassani
groups. They are preeminently managers and supervisors of tent and camp labor performed by Haratin
(black), Zenaga and other artisan groups.
The status of the Bidan woman is expressed by
the degree of her inactivity, since inactivity demons-

trates the wealth of her family. The sedentarization of
those Bidan women limits their awareness and knowiedge of productive activities. Force feeding or «gavagel> condemns them to immobility and obesity. This
condition makes them physically inferior and less
prolific than Haratin women. As a result, noblemen
often marry Haratin women or take them as concubines because they are physically more resistant.
The major part of the study is devoted to a detailed
report about women's activities, their economic status
and the laws regulating this status, the problems which
women had to face as a result of the 1970-1980
drought and the male migration which followed. During
the last ten years, the population has changed from
being 2/3 nomad, 1/3 sedentary to the opposite status:
2/3 sedentary, 1/3 nomad.
Women's role as income earners is determined
through both ethnic ascription and a relevant production system. In household production, their role is
considered secondary or complementary, yet important and necessary. They participate in all kinds of
occupations: uncasted ones such as cropping, gathering , livestock and herding activities, in which Tourcouleur and Peulh women take part; and casted
occupations, such as fishing , artisan occupations and
servile tasks.
The drought and the resulting effects obliged
many rural women to seek employment in the capital,
Nouakchott, where they performed paid domestic labor
and practiced some business . Protracted drought
accelerated migration and sedentarization created
new cultivation activities and increased productive
activity of women. On the other hand, it decreased the
economic exchange value of women's products relative to the value of men's urban wage-earning . It also
created the problem of declining yield and increased
women's dependence on migrant remittances , merchant credit and aid.
The recommendations derived from general
observations on the orientation of government and
donor assistance are summarized in the following
initial paragraphs of page 95:
«The major drought-period focus of government
and donor assistance efforts has been the provision of food and medical services and goods to
urban and rural populations . Women have been
addressed, through the extension of health care
and nutritional services, as part of a services
recipient population . These relatively wellfinanced programs have as their principal objective the amelioration of living conditions and, as a
long-term goal, the instruction of women in adaptive nutrition and childcare ...»
«In contrast, projects addressing women as income earners and producers have received meager support. Subsequent to the change in national
development policies, the opportunity for wageearning activities, through state-financed industrial
investment programs have diminished for the.
population as a whole, and for women in particular.»

A FRIEND OF THE
DISABLED
ESTHER JOHNSON LANGWORTHY
WRITES ABOUT THEM
Faculty and students of Beirut University College
in the forties and fifties , when it was successively
called «American Junior College» and «Beirut College
for Women», will surely remember a lively teacher
who, besides her multiple talents and varied intellectual interests, had an unusual ability to befriend
everyone . A gifted pianist , a teacher of humanities ,
Esther Johnson was also a dynamic social worker, a
believer in a humane socialism which she tried to put
into practice and did not restrict to mere talk.
One of the projects she undertook after leaving
Beirut College and settling in Schenectady, N.Y. with
her husband, Professor Harry Langworthy Jr. , was to
teach handicapped students who suffered from emotional and perceptional problems . After eleven years of
sustained effort in this field , she has been working on a
«Diary of a Teacher of Exceptional Students», describing the «educational experiences of twelve talented
teenage students as they progress from frustration
and failure to creative lives of usefulness to themselves
and others .»
In her letter, which relates some ot her own
experiences, she points out unjustified attitudes
adopted toward the disabled, by teachers, administrators and community leaders. Here are some examples:
1. Fear that the disabled are a threat to the safety
and success of others.
2. Feeling that the disabled are not worthy of tax
dollars being used for them, under the brutal pessimism of cost-effectiveness.
3. Prejudice against the abilities of the disabled
based on the use of gross categorical labels: paranoiac, schizophrenic , retardate, etc.
4. Fear that the disabled would not be able to
perform a responsible job, based on the use of
outdated Stanford-Binet IQ Tests as an unchanging
measure of abiiity and a sure prediction of future
achievement, yet proved so wrong by the gifted
individuals of history and thousands of very successful
everyday people .
About help ·given the handicapped in the United
States, she says that disabled Vietnam veterans have
pressured Congress for equal access to universities,
employment, travel on public vehicles and in public
places. Many buildings now have wide doors and
ramps for the use of the handicapped ; education and
employment are subsidized by government funds .
Of methods used for their rehabilitation, she
mentions the writing of plays, movies, teJevision
shows, produced by and with the handicapped, demonstrating who they are and what they can do. The
Emmy Award winning movie , «Elephant Man», is an
example.
(Continued on page 14)
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